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History of AMESS

The Albany Massey Engineering Students’ Society (AMESS) was formed in 2008 to 
originally compete in the VEX Robotics World Championships representing Massey 
University. Over four years AMESS has won numerous awards including World 
Champion, World Finalists and the Excellence Award for their successes in the 
competition.

In conjunction with this, AMESS has developed quite a vibrant social culture. The 
original Executive prided themselves on running events that welcomed all from the 
engineering department. These events gave AMESS it’s name, which became known 
throughout Massey University’s Albany campus. In recognition of these efforts AMESS 
was  been awarded Massey University Albany Club of the Year on three separate 
occasions.

In 2015 the decision was made to separate the branches of the club that ran social 
events, and that competed in the VEX Robotics competition. From this it was decided  
that the core AMESS club would continue it’s efforts to provide students with a 
involving social calender. Taking on a new Executive and a new direction, we set 
out to provide support to all engineering students, and to provide opportunities to 
develop students into well-rounded engineers, shedding the old image of anti-social 
academics with a perchant for lager.

This new vision lead AMESS to start to provide a number of different events such as 
monthly BBQs, pub quizzes, study sessions and team building activities (Assassins/ 
Laser Tag). These events have been held alongside some of the more traditional 
AMESS events: Beer Pong, Procrastineering, AMESS Sports and AMESS Dodge ball
to help provide a wide range of events for members to choose from.

AMESS has worked closely with IPENZ as well to host a range of professional events 
such as career evenings and networking nights. These have the focus to help students 
in the Albany campus get in contact with local industry professionals and start opening 
doors for summer practicals or potential jobs once their engineering studies have 
finished. In early 2016, AMESS paired with the local IET (Institution of Engineering and 
Technology) to provide alternative connections with the local branch of IET and more 
job opportunities for graduates.

Currently AMESS is continuing to provide a range of events in the 2016 calendar with 
pub quizzes, dodgeball and more study sessions before the semester 2 examinations!
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AMESS Events

Throughout the past 12 months, AMESS has held a wide range of events for their 
members and a large proportion of this has been thanks to SEAT funding who have 
allowed the Executive to have such a high calibre of events.

AMESS Sports

AMESS has decided to provide a means for its members to do some exercise and 
release some stress by organising a venue for sports to be played. At no charge, 
members come to the Recreation Centre between 7:30pm to 9:30pm every Thursday, 
to play a sport decided prior via a poll. This is a great opportunity for engineering 
students to do some exercise and interact with people outside of their year group. 
Additionally, AMESS also likes to hold a special event every semester. This semester, 
AMESS held a bubble soccer event where members were allowed to play football 
in giant inflatable balls for $2. Members greatly appreciate the opportunity to run 
around and to do some exercise in a fun environment.
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IPENZ

Throughout the year, AMESS holds a number of different events in conjunction 
with IPENZ to help support the new graduates and provide current students with 
connections to the industry. These come in the form of a networking/information 
evening where all students have been invited to come along and listen to Massey 
graduates who are working out in the industry. This event has paid off well providing 
plenty of connections for current students along with new job ideas for the 4th year 
students. IPENZ also helps run the AMESS Dodgeball tournament as this is a way 
for the Massey students to meet and compete with other students from tertiary 
organisations in the Auckland region. Held in September each year; this is a fun 
event held at the Recreation center and ensures some friendly competition for the 
title of Auckland Dodgeball Champions!
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Disorientation

Disorientation is the name given to the annual event hosted by AMESS for the 
new first year students prior to the first semester’s orientation week. The goal of 
the event is to familiarize students with the Engineering campus and staff prior to 
the beginning of their classes, as well as providing them with team-building and 
social activities in which to meet their new classmates. Students are introduced to 
a variety of staff, including lecturers, workshop technicians, and administrators, as 
well as members of the club from various year levels. The students are also given 
a chance to learn important landmarks of the campus through a scavenger hunt 
activity, before taking a bus to the local Long Bay Regional Park for games and a 
chance to socialize over lunch. Attendance to this event is regularly over 50 of the 
first year students, as well as over a dozen members from the club.
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AMESS BBQs

AMESS currently holds monthly BBQs for all AMESS members and the faculty of the 
AV campus. These BBQs are an event that students really enjoy, as it is a chance to 
socialise and relax with some cheap food. AMESS currently provides a burger, with 
a range of fillings including, bacon, onions, hash browns, and a range of sauces; 
drinks are also provided, and students are only charged $2. AMESS likes to cater 
to its members who are vegetarian by providing veggie patties, which are cooked 
separately to the meat fillings. The reason behind the charge for the burgers and 
drink is to help recuperate some money to cover the cost of food and to provide 
better quality BBQs. Additionally, AMESS is also responsible for the maintenance of 
the BBQ housed on the AV campus, the money collected helps with the maintenance 
and purchasing of cleaning supplies.
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Giveaways/SEAT Event Support

AMESS often provides opportunities for students to win surprise giveaways. AMESS 
likes to hold competitions for it members to win prizes, these are often done in 
conjunction with the BBQs. Some of these activities include, raffles , and a guess 
the number of jaffas in the jar competition. The prizes given away range from gift 
vouchers to nerf guns and sweets. Additionally, during our Special General Meeting 
(SGM), AMESS held a number of competitions for its members. These included: a 
darts competition, pool tournament, and a console gaming competition. These small 
giveaways aim to add some variety to the student life of club members, and provide 
opportunities for members to socialize in a friendly, competitive atmosphere.
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Beer Pong

AMESS holds an annual beer pong event and this year was no different. This event 
was held at the Albany Tavern, the closest bar to the AV campus. This was done in 
attempt to reach out and build a relationship with local businesses in our community. 
For a signup of $5 per person, a team of two could compete against other teams to 
determine the AMESS Beer Pong Champions. Committee members were situated 
at the event to ensure a smooth running and to make sure that attendees got home 
safe. This event was great as it allowed AMESS to build a relationship with the 
Albany tavern for future events. The attendees enjoyed the event and got home 
safe without incident.

LAN Party

One of the most popular past-times of many of the club’s members is video games, so 
it should be no surprise that AMESS has begun hosting annual LAN gaming events. 
With support from the Albany Student Association (ASA), AMESS has been able to 
assemble the networking equipment necessary to host large gaming events with 
the blessing and support of Massey University IT Services. In order to help members 
network with those with shared interests AMESS has made efforts to involve our 
sister club, the Massey University eSports club. With participants coming from both 
of the clubs as well as from the larger Massey University student population these 
events are a favourite with members.   
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Pub Quiz

AMESS Pub Quiz nights are held twice a year at the local bar and have always been 
a hit! Comprised of questions written by our engineers and with a twist to them 
this event always manages to get all the engineers out for an evening! Friendly 
competition is ripe within these events as groups will band together to see who’s 
the smartest around. AMESS organises a number of prizes with the bar to ensure 
winners are supplied with food for their efforts as well as non-alcoholic drinks for 
sober drivers so everyone gets home safely! The event held this year has already 
had a lot of interest and AMESS will be hosting a second pub quiz late in semester 
two to boost moods and escape from study for the evening!
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Procrastineering

AMESS Procrastineering has been a yearly tradition held on the last day of semester 
two as a chance for everyone to let off some steam and enjoy themselves before 
exams start. The 2015 event has been highly successful with all four years showing 
up to enjoy the sun at Long Bay and taking the chance to play some sports and relax 
at the beach while they could. Everyone got involved and hot food from the local 
takeway shop were provided along with music and drinks for everyone to enjoy. 
The event is always highly anticipated and AMESS are already planning to make the 
2016 event better!
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Laser Force

In order to help cater to the wide range of interests of its member base AMESS 
holds events at the local Laser Tag arenas. This serves as a chance for students to 
come along and get some exercise in a fun, exciting, and competitive atmosphere. 
Last year the club managed to completely book out the facility, meaning 30 students 
were able to compete in the games in a variety of modes in order to test their 
communication and team-work. As well as moving to a larger facility with a greater 
capacity AMESS aims to provide dinner, so members have a chance to socialize with 
their new comrades over pizza at this year’s event.

Orientation Week Parties

AMESS endeavors to help provide a range of experiences that help students 
socialize, in order to help them begin their networking experience whilst at 
university. As part of this responsibility AMESS co-hosts events during the 
orientation weeks of each semester with The Ferguson, and the Massey University 
Student Accommodation. Whilst this directly benefits the members of AMESS as a 
social function for them, it also serves as a chance for members to meet and socialize 
with students outside of the School of Engineering and Advanced Technology. 
These friendships benefit the student life on campus by better connecting students 
from different backgrounds and disciplines, whilst also allowing students to enjoy 
Orientation week in a safe and controlled environment. This year’s Toga party was 
an outstanding success, with over 130 attendees.
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Study Sessions

AMESS aims to support students where possible, especially during the high stress 
periods around examinations. As part of this, AMESS organized study sessions 
for the students enabling them to come study in a quiet space outside of normal 
university hours. This was deemed necessary after the Massey University library 
became so busy it became difficult for students to find areas they could find peace 
and quiet for their revision. As a motivation aid AMESS also provided students with 
snacks and drinks in order to keep up productivity after a long day of revision. 


